Gallery Specifications Guide
Taubman Center South 2D Gallery Exhibit Guidelines

• The gallery is located at the south end of the Taubman Health Center, on the first level.
• The gallery consists of twelve and one half panels - 48” in height x 96” in width, with the center eye level of the panel 63” from the floor.
• Please use this guide to determine how many pieces will adequately fill the space.
• Artwork cannot measure more than 40” in vertical length.
• Wood frames need our special security hardware and must be ready to install according to the Security Bracket Guidelines sheet provided.
• Gifts of Art will supply this hardware upon request along with installation instructions.
• Metal Neilsen-type frames do not need any special hardware. Metal “clip” type frames are not allowed.
• A Security System Waiver must be signed for artwork that is framed without the security brackets or is not framed in Nielsen-type frames.